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ENTERPRISE THINKING’s 5 LEARNING TRIANGLES

ENTERPRISE
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Time spent

KNOWLEDGE 

AWARENESS

!Most people spend their time believing that they are progressing up the triangle while in fact all 
they are doing is becoming more aware.
!Beware of those that sell awareness as learning, knowledge, or wisdom.
!Don’t assume that getting older insures you have wisdom.  A person, regardless of age, who is 

willing to let go of old ideas to explore new ideas is wise.
!Wisdom does not equal power. You need the right wisdom  and culture. (Culture that cherishes 

old as wise versus a culture that looks at old as out of touch.)
!Education does not always mean the individual is learning, or becoming  knowledgeable.

Useable informationNumber  of individuals

Integration neededEffort needed

TO BECOME AWARE TO BE KNOWLEDGEABLE Individual also knows what new awareness is necessary and
An activity performed by leadership (humans) all the time, The condition one achieves after an individual or what additional complex thoughts must be learned.
Anything to do with the universe, real or imagined. organization connects the awareness data into new and 
Human, Signals,  Imagery,  Tangible more complex thoughts. Often complex thoughts are then 

connected to additional complex thoughts.
Human biology is subconsciously and consciously aware 
through seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting, and touching to The new reality initiates actionable and/or transformative
survive.  A leader must use these senses to think cognitively decisions.  In addition, the condition enables one
and train the subconscious to be aware of what could be to discern valuable from invaluable inputs while at the same 
used to reach Desired Outcomes.. time may limit or enhance future growth.

Cyclonic Thinking, Connecting the Dots, Filling in Gaps, etc
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